62 Days Scavenger Hunt
A scavenger hunt is a fun way to explore your neighborhood. We’ve got some
week-by-week ideas to help you organize a neighborhood scavenger hunt, or give you
a theme so you can go on a casual hunt with friends or family. You can participate in
2 ways: as a scavenger hunter on the lookout for items, or as a helper, who puts items
out so others can find them. Share photos of your hunt and what you found with us on
social media. Use #howdoyou62.

LOOk for Letters

TO HUNT: Walk around your neighborhood and look
for letters. They might be on street signs, yard signs,
or in windows or on doors. See if you can find the
letters to spell something, like your name.
TO HELP: Post a large letter in your window so
scavenger hunt participants can see if from the street.
Coordinate with your neighbors to spell out a word.

NAture Walk

TO HUNT: Talk a walk and see what kind of flowers
and wildlife you can spot. Look for a variety of birds,
squirrels, insects and other animals. How many
different flowers and plants do you see?
TO HELP: Arrange a garden tour with neighbors.
Label some of your garden plants to help people
identify them.

BOOk Lover Walk

TO HUNT: Look for people reading, or count how
many Canton Public Library yard signs you see.
TO HELP: Place your CPL Library Lover Lives Here
sign out in your yard, or sit out on your front steps
and read.

People in motiON

TO HUNT: Count how many different ways you see
people moving. Running, walking, cycling, and driving
are just a few to start you off.
TO HELP: Get out and move around your
neighborhood. You can skateboard, skip, or come
up with another inventive way to move.

color Walk

TO HUNT: On this hunt, see how many different colors
you can find. Look for colors on cars, houses, clothing.
TO HELP: Hang a color flag or banner from your house.

Summer Style

TO HUNT: Talk a walk through your neighborhood and
look for things that mean summer to you. That could
mean a sprinkler, fireflies, a canoe, or a tent.
TO HELP: Put up a lemonade stand, lay out the
summer games.

Signs of Summer

TO HUNT: Signs are a way to communicate a message.
What signs are out in your neighborhood? Can you find
a welcome sign? For sale? A plaque?
TO HELP: Display a welcome sign or other sign on
your door.

Art Walk

TO HUNT: Look for art in every day places, like
sidewalk chalk masterpieces, sculpture in yards or
in public places.
TO HELP: Organize a neighborhood sidewalk chalk art
project or decorate your doors

SOUnds of Summer

TO HUNT: How many sounds can you hear on a walk?
Listen closely for the sound of a sprinkler’s spray, kid’s
laughing or a bird chirp. On your walk do you hear
more nature sounds or more people sounds?
TO HELP: Hang a windchime, or a flag, or another
mild noisemaker.

